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1 Opening the eyes to the real restraints

 Emergence of state/hybrid antitrust

jurisprudence
 Europe and Baltic countries as leaders


2 The law – US, Europe, Eastern Europe
 When do public market actors cross the
line?



3 What is at stake? Why a hard question?
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World consciousness of the state
and state bodies as offenders of
competition law
 The European Union
 The fall of the Berlin Wall
 Central and Eastern Europe
 Everyone else is catching up
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“[W]e have faced the bitter truth that not only the risks of
violations of the competition laws arise out of irresponsible
or incompetent actions of private entrepreneurs but they
also arise out of increasing intention of public persons to
establish capital companies in order to enter markets with
guaranteed sales without any need for strategic investments
or innovative solutions.”






Skaidrite Abrama, in 2013 Latvia Annual Report
2011 Lithuania Annual Report: “We [safeguard
competition] by encouraging State institutions and
undertakings to refrain from restricting competition …”
 Sarunas Keseraukas
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Article 106 (1) TFEU/ 102
Public undertakings and those granted
special rights
 Posta Slovenska
 Monopolizes adjacent market
 Greek Lignite
• Greece cannot give SOE electric co.
exclusive rights to scarce ingredient
• Municipalities – post, electricity, ports
• Professional boards – example from US
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The European Union Treaties also target state
anticompetitive measures, under two headings.
TFEU Article 106 also prohibits Member States from adopting
measures that confer or entrench dominance and facilitate abuse
by public enterprises or those granted special or exclusive
privileges.
 Article 4(3) of the Treaty on European Union provides that the
Member States have a duty of “sincere cooperation” to
facilitate and not undermine the Union’s objectives.”
 TEU Article 4(3) is read with 101, 102, 106.


 = obligation of Member States not to adopt or apply laws that

would render the competition rules ineffective.
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Italian matches, Consorzio Industrie Fiammiferi.

Italy had a law organizing a match cartel. It required all
producers of matches in Italy to join a consortium and

allocate quotas. The consortium allocated quotas so as
to substantially exclude German and Swedish producers


Italy and producers violated competition law.
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Lithuania


Manufacturers of orthopedic articles coordinated on price
and output to be reimbursed by Compulsory Health
Insurance Fund
 With encouragement of National Health Insurance Fund!



If there are persistent bid rigs, is there a complicit
official in the background?


See David Lewis, OECD paper, 2014, speaking of the South
African cement cartel:

 “it is hardly credible that a cartel involving such elaborate

and complex rules … could have remained undetected for 35
years without the co-operation of key individuals on the
purchasing side.”
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Arguments based on sovereignty
Arguments based on competition – making
markets work



Arguments based on administrability



EU shows the way
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State restraints are some of the worst restraints
The Baltic states are acutely aware
Drawing the lines between permissible and
impermissible restraints by the state can
sometimes be hard





Start with the clear ones – EU ports predation
Draw the line in the law, and enforce

Raise the issue to world level for development
of international standards, EU as guide
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